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Objectives

- Compliance
  - Keep FOG out of the sewers

- Program Sustainability
  - Processes and tools

- Build Relationships
  - Cooperation through education
Timeline

- 2006
  - SSS WDR
- 2009
  - Ordinance 09-01
- 2016
  - Funded FOG inspector position
- 2018
  - Sewer Code
- 2019
  - SwiftComply
Sewer Code

• New FOG-related items
  • Performance-based
    • 1,000 gal/min interceptor
  • Three-pronged approach
    • Device (designed)
    • Maintenance (pump-outs)
    • Kitchen BMPs
  • Self-reporting requirement
Permitting

- Permit forms created
- No permit fee
- Permits do not expire
- New permit with change in use or owner
- Permitted all major FSEs
- Efforts continue
FOG Equipment

- Dipstick Pro
- Stand
- Outfit truck
  - Pump
  - Transport tube
- Infrared thermometer
SwiftComply

- Compliance software
  - Inventory
  - Pump-outs
  - Inspections
- Notification engine
- Transparency
- Partner with Lucity
- Web-based (office/field)

SwiftComply
Inspection Results

- Inspections
  - FSEs & GCDs
- Enforcement Procedure
  - Warning of Non-compliance
  - Notice of Violation
Inspection Results
Next Steps

- Schedule of Non-Compliance Fees
  - Sewer Code gives GM authority
  - Intend to motivate non-participating FSEs
  - Researching fee schedules from other FOG programs
  - Bring to Board with FY19-20 Budget